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GREEN PACKET PROPOSES SHARE CAPITAL REDUCTION AND 

ESTABLISHMENT OF A SHARE CAPITAL GRANT SCHEME 
PETALING JAYA, 29 JUNE 2018 – Green Packet Berhad (“Green Packet” or “the Group”), an internationally 

recognised technology, media and telecommunications player, today announced that the Group has 
proposed a capital reduction exercise to  reduce the issued share capital of GPB to an amount 
equivalent to the entire accumulated losses of the Group as at 31 December 2017 and proposed 

establishment and implementation of a share grant scheme (“SGS”) of up to 15% of the total number of 
issued shares of Green Packet (collectively known as “the Proposals”). 
  
The details of the Proposals are as follows: 
  

1.       The Proposed Capital Reduction entails a reduction of the issued share capital of Green Packet to offset 
the credit arising against the entire accumulated losses of the Company as at 31 December 2017.  In this 
regard, in order to facilitate the Proposed Capital Reduction, the Company will transfer its entire share 
premium to share capital prior to the application to the Court for the Proposed Capital Reduction.  As at 11 
June 2018, being the latest practicable date (“LPD”) prior to the date of this Announcement, the issued share 
capital of the Group is RM155,879,927 comprising 758,720,619 ordinary shares (“Green Packet Shares”) 
(including 7,707,700 treasury shares) while its share premium stands at RM412,795,811.  Based on the 
accumulated losses of the Company as at 31 December 2017 of RM455,515,247, the total share capital of 
the Company to be reduced will amount by RM455,515,247.  The Proposed Capital Reduction does not have 
any effect on the Shareholders Funds of the Company. 

  

2.       Under the Proposed SGS, Green Packet will be able to grant new Green Packet Shares (“SGS Shares”) 
to be vested in the Eligible Persons subject to the attainment of identified performance targets.  Once the 
Grants are accepted by the Eligible Persons, they will be vested in tranches to the Eligible Persons, subject 
to the fulfilment of the vesting conditions in accordance with the terms of the By-Laws 
  
The Proposed capital reduction will allow the Group to rationalise the statement of financial position of Green 
Packet by eliminating the entire accumulated losses of the Group via the cancellation of the existing issued 

share capital of Green Packet to better reflect its strategies to turnaround the business of the Group and to 
enable the Group to pay dividends out of its retained earnings in the future when Green Packet returns to 
profitability, as and when appropriate. 
  
The Proposed SGS will serves as a long-term incentive plan to motivate, reward and retain the Group’s 
executive directors and employees who are instrumental to the continued success of the Group. Furthermore, 
it will incentivise the Eligible Persons towards strategic business objectives, cultivate a sense of loyalty, 
dedication and commitment and make the Group’s remuneration scheme more competitive. 
  

“The board is of the view that as part of its on-going efforts to strengthen the Group’s financial position, 
it is imperative that the accumulated losses of the Group be eliminated. The Proposed Share Capital 
Reduction will allow Green Packet to more closely reflect the value of the underlying assets of the 
Group and to facilitate future dividends from retained earnings,” commented Mr. Tan Kay Yen, Group 
Chief Executive Officer and Executive Director of Green Packet. 
  
He added, “On the other hand, the Proposed SGS is critical for the retention of talent as people are 
the most important assets in any technology company and Green Packet is no exception. We are 
confident that through the SGS, we will be able to attract and retain the right talent which will bring 
the Group to greater heights.” 
  
The Proposals are subject to approvals by the High Court of Malaysia for court order for the Proposed Capital 
Reduction, and approvals from applicable regulatory authorities, as well as shareholders’ approval at an 
extraordinary general meeting to be convened in due time. 
  



For more information, please visit www.greenpacket.com 
  

*** 

About Green Packet Berhad 

Green Packet is an internationally recognized technology, media and telecommunications player. 
Founded in the heart of California’s Silicon Valley in 2000 and subsequently listed on the Malaysian 
Stock Exchange in 2005, Green Packet designs and produces wireless devices, user-centred 
applications and services that enable the delivery of valuable digital experiences. 

Today, Green Packet’s businesses are anchored in three key segments namely Solutions, 
Communications and Digital Services (Financial Technology, Internet of Things and Media). 

Green Packet is headquartered in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia with firmly anchored businesses worldwide 

and offices in Hong Kong, Bahrain, China, Singapore and Taiwan. 
  
For more information about the Group, please visit www.greenpacket.com 
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